Return to Travel
Dashboards
Your essential return to travel reporting

Benefits










Increase line of sight
through easy to use, ondemand dashboards.
Aids decision-making.
The Return to Travel
Dashboards help you assess
the risks to your travelling
employees.
Near real time visibility to
cases relating to trips booked
by your employees.
Helps fulfill stewardship of
your employees. The
dashboards provide the ability
to document the assistance
your employees require.
Minimize the impact of
travel disruptions. Knowing
and taking action on
information before your
employees travel and whilst
on-trip, can enhance
employee well-being and
lower stress.
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Return to travel planning
As business travel re-emerges, the COVID-19 pandemic is forcing
organizations to re-think the way they manage the health and safety of
their employees.
Your employees are your responsibility, so safeguarding their welfare
must be a top priority of your managed travel program. If you don’t plan
for their safety, security and medical needs, the financial and employee
well-being implications could be exorbitant.
The Return to Travel Dashboards help you meet your stewardship
obligations to care for your employees, manage risk for your organization
and reduce associated costs.

Get visibility across your organization
The easy to use dashboards provide up-to-date COVID risk and travel
restrictions information from multiple sources in one convenient location.
In addition to globally consolidated CWT booked travel data (updated
near real-time), the dashboards incorporate data from external sources.
Management of your unused and refundable tickets has never been
easier. Quickly identify how many unused tickets are available, have
been exchanged, refunded, expired or are about to expire, the value of
those tickets and to whom they belong via the three dedicated unused
ticket dashboards.

Key features
•

Quick reporting. Know where your travelers are booked and
travelling to at any given moment and the associated risks.

•

Improved visibility. Compare booked travel data against risk and
restriction information, including trends and government responses.

•

Empowerment. Help avoid unsafe, unhealthy and unproductive
situations with informed, data driven decisions.

•

Easy access. Available via AnalytIQs*.

•

Global availability. Gives you a consistent solution across your
organization’s geographic footprint.

*Use of CWT Technology, including AnalytIQs is subject to PCTC, you are responsible for
validating accuracy and consequences of information use as needed for your particular
circumstances.

